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An ivory tower is a place or an atmosphere where people are happily cut off from the rest of the world. Its common to
talk about colleges and universities asIvory tower definition: If you describe someone as living in an ivory tower , you
mean that they have no Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples.The term ivory tower originates in the
Biblical Song of Solomon (7:4) and was later used as an epithet for Mary. From the 19th century, it has been used to
designate an environment of intellectual pursuit disconnected from the practical concerns of everyday life. Free kindle
book and epub digitized and proofread by Project Gutenberg.The Ivory Tower: the history of a figure of speech and its
cultural uses. STEVEN SHAPIN*. Abstract. This is a historical survey of how and why the notion of theWhats the
meaning and origin of the phrase Ivory tower?Thy neck is as a tower of ivory thine eyes like the fishpools in Heshbon,
by the gate of Bathrabbim: thy nose is as the tower of Lebanon which looketh toward Strangely, in its modern usage the
term ivory tower has come to designate the esoteric and impractical ponderings of scholars who haveIvory Tower is a
2014 American documentary film written, directed and produced by Andrew Rossi. The film premiered in competition
category of U.S. TOWER OF IVORY, PRAY OF US! In the Judeo-Christian tradition, the term ivory tower is used not
only as a symbol for noble purity, but alsoivory tower noun [ C ] uk ? /?a?.v?r.i ?ta??r/ us ? /?a?.v?.i ?ta?.?/
disapproving. To live or be in an ivory tower is not to know about or to want to avoid the ordinary and unpleasant things
that happen in peoples lives: Academics sitting in ivory towers have no understanding of what is important for ordinary
people.Similarly, Mary is also called the Tower of Ivory. This term is also used in the Song of Songs (7:5) to describe
the beloved bride. (A similar term, Ivory Palace isIvory tower definition, a place or situation remote from worldly or
practical affairs: the university as an ivory tower. See more.Tower of Ivory Home School - find test scores, ratings,
reviews, and 167 nearby homes for sale at .Tower of Ivory has 3 ratings and 1 review. Perry said: Id like to say that I
first discovered Archibald MacLeish because of a deep study into 20th centu Tower of Ivory has 1 rating and 1 review.
Perry said: Epic, cultured romance with an unusually misanthropic Ordham, second son in
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